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Delsey Cruise 2.0 Exp. Hardside 29" Spinner Upright
Product Number: 590098080045

Elegant and practical, Delsey Cruise Lite is the first hardside luggage 
that opens like a softside case. This updated Delsey Cruise Lite 
hardside expandable 29" trolley has four silent-running double-spinner 
wheels for easy mobility, plus an integrated overweight indicator that 
tells you if the packed bag weighs more than 50 lb. The top lid 
opening makes it easy to pack in small places, open the suitcase on a 
luggage rack, or access last-minute items when the bag is packed in 
the trunk of a car. Main compartment expands up to 2", maximizing 
space and packing flexibility; interlocking sliders keep contents 
secure. It's made from lightweight and impact-resistant 100% 
polycarbonate with a scratch-resistant finish. Ergonomic rubberized 
non-slip grip on trolley handle provides maximum comfort. ID tag is 
built into the telescopic handle housing. Other features include top 
and side carry handles and recessed TSA-accepted combination lock. 
Blue. Measures 29" x 19.75" x 12". Weighs 10.7 lb. Imported.

Sevylor One-Person QuikPak™ Sit-On-Top Kayak
Product Number: 545045010575

This sit-on-top kayak provides a comfortable place to sit and paddle 
down the river. Features one-person seating, 21-gauge PVC 
construction for long-lasting use, double lock and mini double lock 
valves to keep kayak inflated, recessed compartments and a secure 
cargo net for storage, and an inflatable backrest for support and 
comfort. Includes aluminum paddle and hand pump. Inflated 
dimensions: 8 ft. 7 in. x 3 ft. Imported.
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Garmin DriveSmart 61 North America LMT-S
Product Number: 545045010784

Wherever youÆre going, have a smoother, more enjoyable trip with 
Garmin DriveSmartÖ! Easy-to-use 6" capacitive touch display. 
Detailed maps of North America with free lifetime updates. Provides 
real-time services such as live traffic and live parking. Garmin Real 
DirectionsÖ guides like a friend, using recognizable landmarks, 
buildings and traffic lights. Bluetooth« calling, smart notifications and 
voice-activated navigation. Built-in WiFi« for easy map and software 
updates. TripAdvisor« ratings for travel points of interest. Includes 
USB cable, suction cup mount and a car power cable. Dimensions: 
6-4/5" W x 3-9/10" H x 7/10" D. Imported.
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Samsonite Freeform Hardside 21" Spinner In White
Product Number: 590098080150

This Samsonite Freeform Spinner makes an easy and stylish flight 
companion. Ultra-strong polypropylene exterior shell. Fully lined 
interior. Four multi-directional double spinner wheels. Roomy interior 
expands for extra packing space. Top and side carry handle. 
Telescoping handle. Interior divider and cross-ribbon. TSA lock and 
built-in ID tag. Dimensions: 14-1/2" W x 20-1/2" H x 10" D. Weight: 6.5 
lbs. Imported.

Samsonite Winfield 3 DXL Hardside 25" Spinner 
-Black
Product Number: 590098080152

Travel in style with this 25-inch Samsonite Winfield 3DLX spinner 
suitcase. The tough and scratch-resistant polycarbonate enhances 
durability by protecting against impacts and scratches, while the 
oversized multidirectional spinner wheels allow for effortless transport. 
This 25-inch Samsonite Winfield 3DLX spinner suitcase has a TSA 
lock that keeps your belongings secure. Features 4 internal pockets 
and two-sided divider to maximize organization without extra bulk or 
weight. Integrated TSA lock ensures security while traveling. 
Polycarbonate material for a strong and durable design. Scratch-
resistant. Telescopic handle with a rubber-enclosed protected push 
button for comfortable carrying options. Self retracting carry handles 
and oversized spinner wheels for easy mobility and glide. Imported.

LG HDR Smart LED HD 720p TV - 32ÆÆ Class
Product Number: 462062010122

LG's best HD TV. See detail, color and clarity in your scenes. The 
processor optimizes picture quality. And smart features work with your 
connected home. The Quad Core Processor paints images, action 
and color in the best possible light from source to screen. Active HDR 
supports a wide range of formats for scene-by-scene picture 
adjustment, including HDR10 and HLG. Entertainment access made 
easy. LG's fan favorite webOS platform delivers streaming simplicity. 
LG Channels deliver free access to over 300 IP streaming channels 
offering movies, shows, breaking news, sports, comedy and more ù 
integrated alongside over-the-air channels and channel guide. 
Command your TV from other devices. If you have Google Home 
speakers or the Google Assistant built into other devices, you can 
control your LG HD TV from any room in the house ù change volume, 
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select modes and more. Web-based services and content require 
high-speed Internet service. Some services may require a 
subscription. Imported.
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Chef's Classic Stainless 7pc Cookware Set
Product Number: 460060040461

The kitchens of France were the inspiration behind the elegant 
Cuisinart« Chef's ClassicÖ Stainless Cookware Collection. Chef's 
ClassiÖ features stainless steel and pure aluminum encapsulated in 
the base for fast and even heating and measurement markings for 
ease of use. Induction-ready. Mirror finish. Classic looks, professional 
performance. Aluminum encapsulated base heats quickly and spreads 
heat evenly. Eliminates hot spots. Stainless steel cooking surface 
does not discolor, react with food, or alter flavors. Measurement 
markings for ease of use. Cool Grip Helper Handle provides extra 
support and balance when lifting and pouring. Drip-Free Pouring. 
Flavor Lock Lid. Dishwasher Safe. Set includes: 1.5-Quart Saucepan 
with Cover, 3-Quart Saucepan with Cover, 8-Quart Stockpot with 
Cover, 10" Skillet

10.1" Fire HD 10 Tablet - 64GB
Product Number: 4620620502670004

This is what fast feels like. Fast and responsive octa-core processor 
and 3GB RAM. Long-lasting 12-hour battery life. 64GB internal 
storage. Vivid 10.1" 1080p Full HD display is 10% brighter than 
previous generation, with more than 2 million pixels. Enjoy your 
favorite apps like Netflix, Facebook, Hulu, Instagram, TikTok, and 
more through AmazonÆs Appstore (Google Play not supported. 
Subscription for some apps required). Stay connected: download apps 
like Zoom, or ask Alexa to make video calls to friends and family. 
Check email, update shopping lists, and set reminders. Use your 
favorite apps like Microsoft Office, OneNote, and Dropbox. Hands-free 
with Alexa, including on/off toggle. Thinner and lighter than previous 
generation, with screen made with strengthened aluminosilicate glass. 
All-new feature for Fire OS that shows two compatible apps, like 
Facebook Messenger and Prime Video, open side by side for easy 
multitasking. Ads displayed when screen is locked. 2MP and 5MP 
cameras. Dimensions: 9-3/4" W x 6-1/2" H x 1/3" D. Weight: 16.5 oz. 
Imported.
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Galaxy Tab A7 Lite 8.7", 32GB, Silver (WiFi)
Product Number: 462062050272

Meet the device your whole family will love: Samsung Galaxy Tab A7 
Lite, the tablet that's made to be shared. With its compact 8.7" screen, 
Galaxy Tab A7 Lite is perfectly sized for entertainment on the go. Its 
sturdy metal frame is built to be brought along from the living room to 
your beach vacation, or wherever you want to take it. Galaxy Tab A7 
Lite comes with access to hours of ad-free YouTube Premium and 
Samsung TV at no extra charge so you can keep the family happy 
without annoying interruptions. Plus, with a powerful processor for fast 
streaming and plenty of storage for your favorite files, Galaxy Tab A7 
Lite simplifies entertainment needs for everyone under your roof. With 
its compact 8.7ö screen, slim design and sturdy metal frame, Galaxy 
Tab A7 Lite is perfectly sized for entertainment on the go. Galaxy Tab 
A7 Lite features an upgraded metal frame that helps protect against 
everyday hiccups. Keep everyone in the family entertained with two 
months of free YouTube Premium for hours and hours of ad-free fun. 
Comes with fast speed and plenty of storage for multiple users. Binge 
away with a long battery life and plenty of power to keep up with the 
content you love and then some with fast charging to help you juice up 
quickly on the go. Satisfy your appetite for entertainment in new ways 
with connectivity across your Galaxy devices. A dynamic interface lets 
you treat all your devices as one. Dimensions: 8.37" H x 4.91" W x 
0.31" D. Imported.
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Bushnell 8x42 Prime Binocular
Product Number: 545045010751

This versatile Bushnell« 8x42mm Binocular can adapt to any viewing 
scenario and weighs less than a pound, ideal for all-day carry. BaK-4 
prisms for exceptional light transmission and image clarity. Fully multi-
coated optics for bright, high-contrast images 10' close focus. EXO 
Barrier protective lens coating that bonds to the glass, repelling water, 
oil, dust, debris and prevents scratches. Twist-up eyecups. Attached 
lens covers. IPX7 waterproof rating. Tripod adaptable. Imported.

Callaway 8Æ Quad Hitting Net
Product Number: 545045010756

Popular for any level player. Features 8' hit net, easy setup in less 
than one minute- remove the poles, lay the net flat and fold one corner 
over to the other and the net collapses on itself. Includes carry case 
for storage. Imported.

Coleman 10' x 10' Shade Instant Canopy
Product Number: 545045010761

Get some shade and enjoy the outdoor view under this durable 
canopy. Features 150D poly oxford canopy with UV GuardÖ 
protection, 64-sqft of shade with 106" center height, steel pole instant 
frame with easy push button release, and quick and easy set up in just 
a few minutes with simple, one-piece frame design. Imported.
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Coleman 6-Person Dark Room Sundome Tent
Product Number: 545045010762

Set up camp in this compact yet spacious Coleman Six-Person Dark 
Room Sundome Tent. Dark Room technology blocks 90% of sunlight 
so you can sleep in after sunrise. WeatherTec system keeps water out 
with patented welded floors and protected seams. Snag-free, 
continuous pole sleeve for easy setup in minutes. Fits two queen-size 
airbeds. E-Port makes it easy to bring electrical power inside your 
tent. Illumiline reflective guylines for greater visibility at night. 
Dimensions: 10' W x 6' H x 10' D. Imported.

Garmin Approach S12 GPS Golf Watch
Product Number: 5450450107640002

Designed to turn on when you tee off. New round design offers a high-
resolution screen thatÆs easily readable even on the sunniest days. 
42,000+ pre-loaded courses. Quickly reference the front, middle and 
back of the green. Course maps give distances to hazards and 
doglegs so you know exactly where they're hiding no matter where 
you stand. Keeps score so you donÆt have to. Internal, rechargeable 
battery provides up to 30 hours in GPS mode. Pair with full set of 
Approach CT10 club tracking sensors for more tracking capabilities 
(not included). Includes a charging/data cable. Imported.

Emporio Armani Men's Mario Watch with Black 
Leather Strap
Product Number: 117017040461

This Emporio Armani timepiece has standout style. Black leather 
strap. 43mm stainless steel case. Black dial with three hands and bar 
hour markers. Date window and three chronograph subdials. Quartz 
chronograph movement. Water-resistant to 165 feet. Imported.
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Dylan Chronograph Black Silicone Strap Watch - 
Men's sizing
Product Number: 117017040462

Bright rose-gold-tone metal makes an impact against this black-on-
black Dylan watch. Features a round rose-gold-tone stainless steel 
case, black ribbed silicone strap, and black chronograph dial with 
applied numerals at twelve oÆclock. Case size: 48mm. Water 
resistant up to 100 meters (333 ft). Imported.

Lexington Black Stainless Steel Watch - Men's sizing
Product Number: 117017040463

Innovative, handsome, and perfect for everyday wear. Black stainless 
steel bracelet. 44mm black stainless steel case. Black sunray 
chronograph dial with three subdials and gold indices. Water resistant 
to 300 feet. Imported.

Essential Stainless Steel Watch with Blue Dial - 
Men's sizing
Product Number: 117017040464

A modern expression of classic style, Seiko's stainless steel and 
saturated blue Essentials timepiece features a long-lasting battery and 
excellent water resistance in a polished and poised setting. Blue dial 
with sunray finish. Date calendar and LumiBrite hands. Caliber 6N52. 
Sapphire crystal. 40.2mm Stainless steel case and bracelet. Water-
resistant to 330 feet. Imported.
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Sun Joe Cordless Lawn Care System - Hedge/Grass/
Pole Saw
Product Number: 460060050318

Shape up your yard and swap chores in seconds with this Sun Joe 
Cordless Lawn Care System. Features three-tools-in-one to make 
light work of your yard care chores, 24-volt cordless operation, multi-
angle adjustable heads for maximum maneuverability, innovative, 
detachable tool heads and telescopic pole extends up to 5'4". 8" pole 
saw, 17-7/10" pole hedge trimmer, and 10" string trimmer. Imported.

MCM Visetos Original Flap Wallet
Product Number: 1150150301560002

The Bifold wallet is a timeless accessory, lightweight in embossed 
Visetos monogrammed coated canvas with a soft leather like feel. 
Designed to organize everyday essentials, it features multiple card 
slots and space for bills and receipts. Imported.

Coach Polished Pebble Leather Chaise Crossbody - 
Black
Product Number: 225025020206

A minimalist bag with maximum impact, the laidback Chaise is the 
perfect choice to go hands-free. Polished pebble leather. Inside 
multifunction pocket. Zip-top closure, fabric lining. Outside zip and 
snap pockets. Adjustable strap with 21-1/2" drop for shoulder or 
crossbody wear. Dimensions: 11" W x 9-3/4" H x 2-3/4" D. Imported.
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Coach Pebbled Leather Taylor Tote - Black
Product Number: 225025020208

This Coach Taylor tote can go anywhere in style thanks to a lightly 
textured pebble leather construction, flash of bright hardware and an 
organized design to hold all of your essentials! Inside zip and 
multifunction pockets. Handles with 9-1/2" drop. Zip closure. Fabric 
lining. Exterior zip pocket. Pebble leather. Dimensions: 15-1/4" W x 
10-1/4" H x 5-1/2" D". Imported.

kate spade All Day Large Tote - Black/Black
Product Number: 225025020214

ThereÆs a reason (well, many) the All Day Tote earned its name. 
Crossgrain leather. 11" strap drop. Open top with dog-clip closure. 
Detachable wristlet pouch. Pinmount logo. Can fit up to a 13" laptop. 
Dimensions: 15" W x 11" H x 5-1/2" D. Imported.

Tory Burch Ella Patent Tote-Black
Product Number: 225025020230

A perennial favorite, the Ella Tote Bag is made of durable, lightweight 
fabric. Ideal for every day and getaways, it has a roomy interior for all 
of your essentials. Holds a 13" laptop. Recycled polyester. Magnetic 
and gusset snap closure. PU leather top handles with 8.4" drop. One 
interior zipper pocket, one slit pocket. Dimensions: 17-3/10" W x 
13-1/5" H x 5-1/5" D. Imported.
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Classic Gold-Tone Bangle Watch with Mother of 
Pearl Dial - Women's sizing
Product Number: 227027060298

Add style and sophistication to any outfit with this striking women's 
diamond accent watch from Bulova. Thin rectangular gold-tone 
tainless steel case. Gold-tone stainless steel bangle. Mother of pearl 
dial set with three diamonds. Quartz movement. Water resistant to 
100 feet. Imported.

Corso Gold-Tone Watch with Brown Leather Strap - 
Women's sizing
Product Number: 227027060299

Keep it simple with the classic lines and rich leather strap of these 
ladies Citizen strap watches. Featured with gold-tone stainless steel 
case, brown leather strap, ivory dial with gold-tone accents and date. 
Featuring Eco-Drive technology û powered by light, any light. Never 
needs a battery. Caliber number J710. Features 29mm gold-tone 
stainless steel case, silver-tone dial, and brown leather strap. Splash 
resistant. Imported.

Bradshaw Mini Rose Gold-Tone Chronograph Watch 
- Women's sizing
Product Number: 227027060300

This timepiece that features all the traces of classic watch design, but 
with a decidedly feminine sensibility. Rose gold-tone stainless steel 
bracelet. 36mm rose gold-tone stainless steel case. Rose gold-tone 
dial with three subdials and date marker. Quartz movement. Water-
resistant to 300Æ. Imported.
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Ladies' Stainless Steel Watch with Blue Dial
Product Number: 227027060302

This LadiesÆ Essentials timepiece boasts a classic yet elegant 
design. Stainless steel bracelet. 32mm case. Blue textured dial. 
Textured indices at 12, 3, 6, and 9 oÆclock. Analog quartz movement. 
Water-resistant to 165 feet. Imported.

Michael Kors Jet Set Travel Signature Continental - 
Brown
Product Number: 225025030225

Drop this wallet into your favorite purse for a day of errands, or carry 
solo as a wristlet for a night out! Features MK signature coated twill 
exterior, zip around closure and 18k gold-tone hardware. Interior card 
slots, slip pockets and zipped change pocket. Dimensions: 8.25" W x 
4" H x 1" D. Imported.

Brighton Ferrara Phone Organizer
Product Number: 225025030226

For minimalists who carry just the essentials - their cell phone and a 
few cards - this leather crossbody is perfect! Features four credit card 
slots, one exterior pocket, snap closure, ID window, and 26-29" 
adjustable strap. Dimensions: 4" W x 7" H x 1" D. Imported.
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Amazon Echo Show 10 (3rd Gen)-HD smart
Product Number: 4620620502620002

Description Not Available

Karcher K1700 Electric Pressure Washer
Product Number: 460060050336

Clean the deck, car or exterior of you house in a snap with this 
powerful and easy-to-use Karcher K1700 Electric Pressure Washer. 
Features: 1700 PSI. Foot operated on/off switch. Accessory storage 
for lances and trigger gun. Onboard detergent tank makes cleaning 
with detergents such as Karcher's SoapPacs a snap. Total stop 
function on trigger gun (motor only runs while you spray, reducing 
noise and power consumption). DirtBlaster Spray Wand delivers 50% 
more cleaning power to clean heavily-soiled brick, stone, concrete, 
metal and other non-delicate surfaces. Adjustable Vario Power Spray 
(VPS) Wand for less intense cleaning. Maintenance-free, induction 
motor. Auto shut-off extends pump life. Removable detergent tank. 6" 
wheels for easy maneuverability. Includes turbo nozzle, three spray 
nozzels, electric cord storage system, and storage bin. L 21.75 X w 
19.5 X H 18.5in. Imported.
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Bulova Abbeville Mantel Clock
Product Number: 460060030342

Solid wood case, antique wiped walnut finish. Decorative carved wood 
accents. Harmonic 2 triple chime movement plays choice of 
Westminster, Ave Maria or Bim-Bam melody on the hour. Quarter-hour 
Westminster chime and strike available. Adjustable volume control. 
Automatic night shut-off available. Protective glass lens. Requires (1) 
AA, (2) C batteries, not included. Engraved plate containing the name 
"Boeing" and years of service shipped separately. Imported.
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Pfaltzgraff Eclipsse Blue Dinnerware and Simplicity 
Flatware Set for Eight
Product Number: 460060010347

This Pfaltzgraff Setting for eight will offer simple elegance to your 
tabletop. Set includes the blue 32 piece dinnerware set, service for 
eight, includes (8) each: 11 inch dinner plate, 8 inch salad plate, 6 inch 
soup cereal bowl (26 ounce) and 14 ounce mug. Crafted of 
stoneware. Microwave and dishwasher safe. Simplicity 40-Piece 
Flatware Set has graceful styling making it perfect for any occasion. 
Crafted from 18/10 stainless steel, this set will stand up to the rigors of 
everyday use. Forty piece set for eight includes eight dinner knives, 
eight dinner forks, eight salad forks, eight dinner spoons, and eight 
teaspoons. Dishwasher safe. Measures: 14.9" L x 5.96" W x 11.15" H. 
Imported.

Villeroy & Boch American Bar Whiskey Collection 
Highball Tumbler - Set of Six
Product Number: 460060010348

Worthy of your finest bottle. Set features six exquisitely crafted, thick 
lead-free crystal. Dishwasher safe. Measures: approx. 3.25" diameter. 
Imported.

Waterford Set of Six Mara Tumblers
Product Number: 460060010349

Celebrating the beauty of simplicity, Mara is inspired by the wild 
Atlantic Ocean. Showcasing long and short deep vertical cuts, Mara's 
modern design is presented in a set of six 11-oz. crystal tumblers. 
Hand wash only. Measures: 3.3" W x 3.9" H. Imported.
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Waterford Set of Six Mara Wine Glasses
Product Number: 460060010350

Celebrating the beauty of simplicity, Mara is inspired by the wild 
Atlantic Ocean. Showcasing long and short deep vertical cuts, Mara's 
modern design is presented in a set of six 11-oz. wine glasses made 
of crystal. Hand wash only. Measures: 3.2" W x 8.8" H. Imported.

Montblanc Meisterstück Leather Business Card 
Holder - Black
Product Number: 460060020500

Keep your professional life stylish with this rich leather Montblanc 
business card holder. European full-grain cowhide leather with unique 
Montblanc deep shine. Montblanc emblem with palladium-coated ring. 
Jacquard lining with Montblanc brand name. Compartment for 
business cards, two credit card slots and an additional pocket. 
Measures: 3" W x 4-3/10" H. Imported.

Montblanc Meisterstück Passport Holder - Black
Product Number: 460060020501

With its handsome appearance and practical design, this Montblanc 
Meisterstuck International Passport Holder is the ideal business travel 
companion. European full-grain cowhide with unique Montblanc deep 
shine, chrome-tanned, dyed through. Jacquard lining with Montblanc 
brand name. Montblanc emblem with palladium-coated ring. Interior 
pocket suitable for all international passports, as well as an additional 
pocket. Measures: 3-9/10" W x 5-1/2" H. Imported.
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Waterford Lismore 8x10 Picture Frame
Product Number: 460060030397

Bring your treasured memories to life with this stunning Lismore 8x10 
Picture Frame: a generously sized crystal photo frame that’s perfect 
for displaying on a desk, mantle or table. Crafted from fine crystal, and 
intricately adorned with our beloved Lismore pattern, this elegant 
picture frame is a stunning combination of brilliance and clarity that 
effortlessly enhances your fondest memories. The iconic diamond and 
wedge cuts around the frame showcase careful craftsmanship and 
provide an ornate setting for your favorite photographs. Measures: 
14.8" W. Imported.

Bosch 12V Max Lithium Ion 3/8" Drill/Driver
Product Number: 460060050396

The perfect tool for all your do-it-yourself needs. Features lightweight 
design, 12V of power, 265in-lbs of torque, 3/8 single sleeve chuck, 
fuel gauge, two speeds, and a built-in LED light. Includes two 12V 
max cordless lithium-ion batteries, a 30 minute charger and carry 
case. Measures: 7.0" L x 2.5" W. Imported.

Karcher FC5 Hard Floor Cleaner - Yellow
Product Number: 460060050398

The Karcher Hard Floor Cleaner offers the easiest way to mop your 
floors and pick up light debris at the same time. Its innovative 
technology removes dust, small debris and pet hair, while controlling 
the flow of water to clean your hard floors gently, yet effectively. The 
unique roller design enables you to clean right up to edges ensuring 
nothing is missed; and with the built in suction function the cleaner 
removes all of the dirty moisture and debris from the super absorbent 
microfiber rollers, leaving floors clean and dry in just two minutes. The 
dual tank system guarantees that the dirty and fresh water are never 
mixed and only fresh water is fed onto the self-rotating rollers. The 
included cleaning station can be used to store the cleaner or to clean 
the rollers. Rollers can also be placed in the washing machine or 
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dishwasher for easy cleaning with no dirt contact. Measures: 12.6" L x 
10.6" W x 48" H. Imported.
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HomeSoap Large UV Sanitizer & Charger
Product Number: 4620620404140002

HomeSoap is built to sanitize tablets and smaller home items. 
Whatever fits inside HomeSoap will be sanitized, so you can clean 
anything from a pacifier to a remote control. On/Off switch. UV 
sanitizer that kills up to 99.9% of germs. Safely sanitizes anything that 
fits inside. Large enough for the Apple iPad® Pro, and other large 
tablets. Works on any items - from utensils to books to a Nintendo 
Switch. Two charging ports (1 USB and 1 USB-C) allow for universal 
charging. Please Note: HomeSoap is a consumer device not meant 
for use in healthcare. Measures: 14.9" L x 5.96" W x 11.15" H. 
Imported.

Karcher K1800 Electric Pressure Washer
Product Number: 460060050395

Clean the deck, car or exterior of you house in a snap with this 
powerful and easy-to-use Karcher K1800 Electric Pressure Washer. 
1,800 PSI. Foot operated on/off switch. Tall fixed, durable handle and 
7.7 in. high impact wheels reduces bending and strain. Vario Power 
Spray wand lets you easily adjust spray right from the wand for added 
control and versatility. Dirtblaster spray wand tackles the hardest jobs 
quickly. N-COR pump is durable, non-corrosive and maintenance-free. 
Electric cord storage system. Removable detergent tank. Includes 
turbo nozzle, three spray nozzles, and a large storage bin. Measures: 
17.25 x 17.5 x 33. Imported.

DeWalt 7-1/4" Lightweight Circular Saw
Product Number: 460060050397

Make home improvement projects easier with one of the lightest saws 
of its kind. Features a 15-amp motor, beveling capacity of 57° with 
stops at 45° and 22.5°, anti-snag ball bearings, tough cord, aluminum 
base, on-board wrench storage and an integrated dust blower. 
Includes a 7 1/4" carbide tipped blade, a wrench and a user manual. 
Measures: 7-1/4" blade diameter. Imported.
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Orrefors More Wine 16 Piece Set
Product Number: 460060010364

The More wine was designed in Sweden by designer Erika 
Lagerbielke, one of Sweden's foremost stemware designers. Includes 
eight 20-oz. stemmed glasses and eight 13-oz. stemless glasses. 
Each were designed to enhance the flavor of your favorite red or white 
wines. Dishwasher safe. Imported.

Orrefors Squeeze Vase Tall
Product Number: 4600600103650002

Squeeze was born through creative interaction between Lena 
Bergström and the studio glassworkers. The result: a stylish object 
with sensual movement and an almost dance-like effect. Handmade 
and mouth-blown. Functional art object; appealing both with and 
without flowers. Measures: 13.39" H x 5.71" W. Imported.

Orrefors Carat Globe Vase Large
Product Number: 460060010367

In recent years, Lena Bergström has drawn inspiration from jewels 
and gemstones. The Carat collection is no exception. Lena uses new 
techniques to give us the genuine feel of cut diamonds. The distinctive 
cut pattern design invokes a wonderful feeling as you gaze upon and 
sip from these beautifully cut crystal gemstones. Measures: 7" H x 7" 
W. Imported.
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Orrefors Carat Medium Candlestick-Silver
Product Number: 460060010368

In recent years, Lena Bergström has drawn inspiration from jewels 
and gemstones. The Carat collection is no exception. Lena uses new 
techniques to give us the genuine feel of cut diamonds. The distinctive 
cut pattern design invokes a wonderful feeling as you gaze upon 
these beautifully cut crystal gemstones. Includes two candlesticks that 
stand approximately 9-1/2" tall. Imported.

Villeroy & Boch Artesano Eye Catcher Centerpiece 
Set
Product Number: 460060010371

Every hostess needs a statement serving piece. This Artesano 
Centerpiece is the perfect hero for a stylish cocktail hour, impressive 
buffet station, or modern tea party. Each tier holds a premium 
porcelain serving bowl that is ideal for veggies and dip, antipasti, 
brunch toppings and even a hot fudge sundae bar. This layered piece 
saves space, allows for easy access and is crafted from the finest 
materials. And when the party is over, present your fruit and flowers in 
this centerpiece, so you can enjoy it every day. Includes acacia wood 
server and three serving bowls. Measures: 11", 17.25", and 21.5". 
Imported.

Henckels International 17-Piece Forged Premio Knife 
Block Set
Product Number: 460060040457

The International Forged Premio set has a knife to handle every 
kitchen task. Fabricated from high-quality German stainless steel. 
Forged bolster construction offers durability and a seamless transition 
from blade to handle. Professional, satin-finished blade boasts 
precision cutting and is finely honed for long-lasting sharpness. 
Modern, triple-rivet design is curved for comfort. Stainless steel, logo-
stamped endcap is stylish and sturdy. Dishwasher safe. Includes 3" 
paring, 5" serrated utility, 5.5" boning, 7" Santoku hollow edge, 8" 
chef's, 8" bread, 9" sharpening steel, a hardwood Block, eight 4.5" 
steak knives (stamped), and shears. Measures: 13.27" L x 4.49" W x 
12.01" H. Imported.
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Tivoli Garden 16pc Dinnerware
Product Number: 460060010316

Tivoli Garden breathes new life into your table setting. Vivid white 
pieces serve as a flower bed from which sprout colorful, delicate buds, 
making every meal like a walk through a fresh spring meadow. Made 
of high quality bone china. Microwave, oven, freezer and dishwasher 
safe. Service for four, the set includes four each: dinner plate, salad 
plate, 24-oz cereal bowl, and 13-oz. mug. Measures: 11 inch dinner 
plate, 9 inch salad plate, 5-3/4 inch (24 ounce) soup bowl, 13 ounce 
mug. Imported.

Samsonite Freeform 28" Spinner
Product Number: 5900980801360002

This Samsonite Freeform Spinner makes an easy and stylish flight 
companion. Ultra-strong polycarbonate exterior shell. Fully lined 
interior. Four multi-directional double spinner wheels. Roomy interior. 
Top and side carry handle. Telescoping handle. Interior divider and 
cross-ribbon. TSA three-dial combination recessed lock and built-in ID 
tag. Measures: 20" W x 27-3/5" H x 13" D. Imported.

Ferragamo Single Gancini Cufflink û Blue Stone
Product Number: 117017020021

The iconic Gancini, symbol of elegance of the Maison, is reinterpreted 
with innovative materials to create these chic cufflinks. This model in 
lapis lazuli and brass with a glossy palladium finish is perfect for 
complementing formal looks with a contemporary twist. Length 23 mm 
Width 15 mm. Imported.
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Ferragamo Beaded Stretch Bracelet û Lava Stone
Product Number: 117017030041

Ethno chic stretch bracelet made with lava stone pearls and metal 
Gancini details. Small inserts with Ferragamo lettering for a fresh and 
contemporary accessory. Imported.

Ferragamo Leather Bracelet û Black/Silver
Product Number: 117017030042

Essential style, minimal chic. Leather bracelet with a simple string and 
an iconic silhouette for the clasp: two matching Gancini are crossed 
by a leather knot, creating and asymmetrical, sophisticated flavor. Max 
length 19cm. Imported.

Fifth and Fine 5/8-Carat Delicate Sterling Silver Floral 
Halo Diamond Earrings
Product Number: 227027010223

A delicate sterling silver floral halo outlines a beautiful layering of 5/8-
carat weight of diamonds. Imported.
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Coach Signature Logo Short Pendant, Earrings, and 
Bracelet Set -Gold Tone
Product Number: 227027050050

Take the reins and add Coach style to any look with this gold tone set. 
Features sparkling, hinged gold-tone bangle bracelet embellished with 
silver shade crystals. This bangle is anchored by the oval-shaped 
stone detail with Coach engraved Signature logo on the outer edge. 
Approximate diameter: 2-2/5". Deliate necklace featuring the iconic 
Coach Horse and Carriage motif. The adjustable lobster clasp closure 
lets you wear it long or short; 16-18" length. And slender pavT hoops 
with signature logos and silver shade crystals. Diameter: 1-1/2". 
Imported.

Tissot Ladies' Everytime Quartz Two-Tone Stainless 
Steel Watch
Product Number: 227027060288

A classical, timeless design, the sleek and clean face makes this 
Tissot timepiece standout as a very modern watch. Round 30mm 
stainless steel case with yellow gold PVD coating. Two-toned yellow 
gold and grey stainless steel bracelet with jewellery clasp closure. 
White dial with yellow gold-tone hands and indices. Scratch-resistant 
sapphire crystal. Swiss quartz movement. Water resistant to 100 feet. 
Imported.

Fitbit Versa 3 Smartwatch + GPS
Product Number: 4620620600810003

4/7 Heart Rate Tracking. Built-in GPS. Oxygen Saturation Monitoring 
(SpO2). Active Zone Minutes. Sleep Stages & Sleep Score. 20+ Goal 
Based Exercise Modes + SmartTrack. Cardio Fitness Level. Menstrual 
Health Tracking. Tracks all day activity. Swimproof. Get calls texts and 
app notifications via Bluetooth. Compatible with Google Assistant or 
Alexa. Fitbit Pay. Battery life 6+ days. Compatible with iOS 12.2 or 
higher and Android OS 7.0 or higher. Small fits wrist 5.5" - 7.1" 
circumference. Large fits wrist 7.1" - 8.7" in circumference. Imported.
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Samsonite Winfield 3 DXL Hardside 20" Spinner
Product Number: 5900980801510002

Winfield 3 DLX offers an easy and confident travel experience. 100% 
polycarbonate that's tough and scratch resistant. Four-pocket, two-
sided panel that maximizes organization without extra bulk or weight. 
Oversized spinner wheels for easy mobility and glide. Easy-to-use 
large pull handle with a rubber-enclosed protected push button. Self 
retracting carry handles that maintain a low profile when not in use. 
Mounted TSA lock to secure your belongings. Case expands 1.5" for 
added packing capacity. Dimensions: 14-1/2" W x 22-1/4" H x 9-1/2" 
D. Imported.

WR100 Men's Chronograph Watch Green Strap
Product Number: 117017040460

Complete the look with this casual military-styled watch. Features 
stainless steel case with a woven green strap, date display, screw-
back case, and never needs a battery. Water-resistant up to 333'. 
Imported.

Cuisinart Toaster Oven Air Fryer with Oven Light
Product Number: 460060040300

This Cuisinart Toaster Oven Air Fryer not only bakes, broils, and 
toasts, it also lets you air fry right inside the oven. Seven functions for 
all of your favorite recipes: Air Fry, Convection Bake, Convection Broil, 
Bake, Broil, Warm, and Toast. Features adjustable thermostat, 60 
minute timer/auto shutoff, toast shade selector/timer, 4 lb. air fry 
capacity and nonstick easy-clean interior. Includes oven rack, baking 
pan, and air fryer rack/basket. Measures 15.5" W x 16" H x 14" D. 
Imported.
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Nest Hello Video Doorbell - White/Black
Product Number: 462062040109

Interact with visitors at your door by using this Nest Hello Video 
Doorbell. Features versatile smartphone compatibility, WiFi 
connectivity, built-in HD camera with night vision and HD Talk and 
Listen, 24/7 streaming, person, motion and sound alerts and night 
vision with 850 nm infrared LEDs. Convenient pre-recorded messages 
allow you to respond to your visitors quickly. Nest mobile app allows 
you to receive alerts, accept the live video feed and speak to your 
visitor all through your smartphone. Includes chime connector, 15" 
wedge, release tool, masonry drill bit, window decals, extension wire, 
and wall plate with installation guide. Measures 1.7" W x 4.3" H x 1" D. 
Imported. SHIPS TO US ADDRESSES ONLY.

Swarovski Stone Medium Mini Crystal Bangle
Product Number: 227027030131

Add a touch of glamour to your everyday outfit with this stainless steel 
bangle. It impresses with four rows of sparkling clear crystal pavé on 
the front side. Wear this creation alone or stack it together with other 
bangles for an on-trend look. The fully integrated closure ensures a 
smooth finish. Imported.

Bulova Asheville Mantel Clock
Product Number: 460060030345

Bent hardwood case, brown cherry finish. Decorative tambour style 
with burl accents on front and beaded molding on base. Wooden 
bezel and full scroll case design with traditional Arabic numerals with 
metal filigree hands on off-white dial. Bulova Harmonic 2 triple chime 
movement plays choice of Westminster, Ave Maria or Bim- Bam 
melody on the hour. 4/4 quarter-hour Westminster chime and strike 
available. Adjustable volume control. Automatic night shutoff switch 
available. Requires (1) AA, (2) C batteries, not included. Engraved 
plate containing the name "Boeing" and years of service shipped 
separately. Imported.
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Bulova Empire Anniversary Mantel Clock
Product Number: 460060030346

Dark Espresso finish truly accentuates the silver clock face and 
pendulum. The beveled glass on the front and the leaded glass effect 
on the sides allow light to shine in on the rotating pendulum which 
sparkles with 8 faceted crystals. The face of the clock has Arabic 
numbers and spade style hands. This clock has a accurate quartz 
non-chiming movement that operates on 2 "AA" batteries (not 
included). Engraved plate containing the name "Boeing" and years of 
service shipped separately. Imported.

Bulova Gentry Mantel Clock
Product Number: 460060030348

Solid hardwood top and base, high-gloss piano finish over mahogany 
stain. Matte black sides. Polished chrome inlaid accents, bun feet and 
revolving pendulum. Spun aluminum dial with raised chrome finish 
numerals on black chapter ring. Removable clear acrylic back panel. 
Protective curved glass lens. Requires (2) AA batteries, not included. 
Engraved plate containing the name "Boeing" and years of service 
shipped separately. Imported.

Bulova Vantage Mantel Clock
Product Number: 460060030347

Solid wood base, high-gloss piano finish over black stain. Chrome 
finish metal skeleton movement with remote seconds subdial. Spun 
aluminum dial with black Roman numerals. Passing strike on the hour. 
Glass inserts in front and sides. Chrome finish metal accents. Hinged 
rear door. Requires (1) AA battery, not included. Engraved plate 
containing the name "Boeing" and years of service shipped 
separately. Imported.
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WT 6.0 Global Softside Carry-On - Black
Product Number: 590098080026

Well-traveled style-setters need luggage that lives up to their fast-
paced globe-trotting, and this VX Touring Wheeled Global Carry-On 
fits the bill! Features: Polyester exterior with ultra-lightweight design, 
33 liter capacity, Removable, attach-a-bag strap allows you to clip on 
your backpack or tote. Front pocket holds a laptop, Ergonomic comfort 
grip handle, interior zippered mesh storage pocket, magnetic pole, 
zippered expansion and horizontal compression straps maximize the 
interior capacity, two wheels for easy mobility. Dimensions: 13-4/5" W 
x 21-7/10" H x 7-9/10" D. Imported.

Nest Learning Thermostat 3rd Generation
Product Number: 4620620401080003

The Nest Learning Thermostat 3rd Generation adapts to your heating 
and cooling preferences within a week of installation and can 
automatically create schedules. Control temperature from smart 
devices
2-1/10" (480 x 480) LCD display Features built-in 802.11 b/g/n WiFi 
connectivity,
Compatible with most HVAC systems
Auto-schedule self-programming
Automatically adapts to season change
Smart energy monitoring
Built-in rechargeable battery
Wall-mountable design Includes base, optional trim kit, mounting 
screws and labels, and Nest screwdriver. Available in White, Stainless 
Steel or Copper. Measures 3.3" x 1.2". Imported. SHIPS TO U.S. 
ADDRESSES ONLY.
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Sony SRS XB41 Wireless Water/Shock Proof Speaker 
- Black
Product Number: 462062020317

Take your tunes anywhere with this portable Sony speaker. Features 
Extra Bass™ with Live Sound Mode for an immersive 3D sound 
experience, Bluetooth® and NFC, plus LDAC4 connectivity, ability to 
connect up to 100 speakers with Wireless Party Chain, single-colored 
line light, up to 12-hour battery life, waterproof and dustproof IP67 
design, built-in microphone for hands-free calls, and multicolored line 
light, speaker lights and flashing strobe. Sony Music Center and 
Fiestable apps allow you to customize and control the speaker from 
your smartphone. Includes AC adapter. 11-1/2" W x 4-1/10" H x 
4-1/10" D. Imported.
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AirPods with Wireless Charging Case
Product Number: 462062020332

AirPods with Wireless Charging Case. The new AirPods complete with 
Wireless Charging Case — deliver the wireless headphone 
experience, reimagined. Just pull them out of the case and they’re 
ready to use with iPhone, Apple Watch, iPad, or Mac. Features: 
Automatically connected with easy setup for all your Apple devices. 
Powered by the all-new Apple H1 headphone chip. AirPods use 
optical sensors and motion accelerometers to detect when they’re in 
your ears. Speech-detecting accelerometer works with beamforming 
microphones to filter out external noise and focus on the sound of 
your voice. Quick access to Siri by saying Hey Siri or setting up 
double-tap to adjust the volume, change the song, make a call, or 
even get directions. Double-tap to play or skip forward. Charges 
quickly in the case, 5 hours of listening time and 3 hours of talk time 
on a single charge. Charging case that holds multiple charges for 
more than 24 hours of listening time. Just set the Wireless Charging 
Case down on a Qi-compatible charging mat and let it charge or use 
the Lightning port to charge. Rich, high-quality audio and voice. 
Seamless switching between devices. Includes AirPods, charging 
case, and Lightning to USB cable. Imported.

Little Giant 13-Foot Velocity Multi-Use Ladder, 300-
Pound Duty Rating
Product Number: 460060050314

The Little Giant Velocity® is constructed of a special alloy that makes 
it 20% lighter than any comparable industrial-rated ladder. The 
Velocity also includes several innovative features such as the dual-pin 
hinge and the easy-to-use Rock Locks™ for quick adjustment. 
Velocity can be used in many unique configurations as an A-frame, 
extension, staircase and 90° ladder, and with Velocity Trestle Brackets 
(not included) to form a trestle-and-plank scaffolding system. The 
wide-flared legs and aerospace-grade aluminum construction provide 
an unmatched feeling of safety and stability. Rated to hold 300 pounds 
on both sides; a true two-person ladder. Size: 13'. Imported.
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Thule Subterra Carry-on 22" - Mineral
Product Number: 590098070020

Maximize packing space and simplify travel with this Thule Subterra 
Carry-On 22" bag! Features durable, water resistant exoskeleton and 
polycarbonate back panel, internal compression panel to separate 
clean and dirty clothes, tough, oversized wheels and V-Tubing 
telescoping handles, piggyback strap attachment loop that allows an 
additional bag to be hooked on, side and bottom grab handles, divided 
main compartment for easy organization and zippered mesh pocket 
for quick access to keys, wallet and smaller items. Built-in ID card slot. 
13-4/5" W x 21-7/10" H x 7-9/10" D. Imported.
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Ippolita Rock Candy Mini Teardrop Earrings-
Turquoise
Product Number: 227027010155

The Silver Rock Candy® collection is dedicated to uniquely cut 
gemstones and spirited color, presented in vibrant palettes and 
unexpected shapes. Features hammered sterling silver and turquoise 
gemstones. Length: .4" Width: .35". Imported.

Ippolita Classico Pinball Earrings
Product Number: 227027010171

A timeless silhouette, crafted in luminous silver and hand-hammered 
for an artisanal look. Length: .7" Width: .7". Imported.

Ippolita Classico Hammered Bangle
Product Number: 227027030141

This bangle bracelet features a hand sculpted sterling silver 
hammered band. 4mm width; 2.6" diameter. Imported.
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Dewalt 168-Piece Mechanics Tools Set
Product Number: 460060050332

Ensure you have the right tool for the job with the 168-piece 
Mechanics tool set. 168 pieces including a 1/4" drive 72-tooth ratchet, 
3/8" drive sockets, 1/4" drive sockets, 1/2" drive sockets, 14 SAE hex 
keys, 14 metric hex keys, combination wrenches, 3/8" spark plug 
sockets, 22 MaxFit bits, and more. Features a quick release, 72-tooth 
ratchet, knurled beauty rings to reduce slippage, a durable anti-slip 
vinyl bit driver, and removable Power Tools Accessory Case. 20" L x 
14.7" W x 5" H. Imported.

Bose Frames Audio Sunglasses - Alto
Product Number: 462062020344

Meet Bose Frames! Sunglasses with a Soundtrack. The first audio 
sunglasses with built-in Bose speakers for an immersive audio 
experience unlike any other. Play music, take calls, and enjoy the sun 
with UVA/UVB protection. Features: Comfortable nylon rims, durable 
metal hinges, and shatter/scratch-resistant lenses. Stay connected to 
the world around you while discreetly listening to music with a 
revolutionary open-ear audio design. Built-in acoustic chambers direct 
your favorite music towards your ears and away from everyone else. 
Single button on the stem gives you the ability to control power, 
playback, accept or reject hands-free calls, or interact with your 
mobile device's digital assistant. Bluetooth® connection to your smart 
device. 3.5 hours of streaming music playback per charge. Make and 
take clear phone calls, access Siri® and your Google Assistant with 
the seamlessly integrated microphone. Bose AR-compatible, a first-of-
its-kind audio augmented reality platform, combining the power of 
next-gen Bose audio products with innovative mobile apps. Bose 
Connect app gives you easy access to everything your product has to 
offer. Get tips, unlock Bose AR, and personalize your settings, so you 
can spend more time enjoying the music instead of setting it up. Lens 
Width: 2.0" / 52 mm; Bridge Width: 0.7" / 18 mm; Glasses Width: 5.6" / 
142 mm, & Glasses Depth: 6.4" / 162 mm. Imported.
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Garmin Forerunner 45S
Product Number: 2270270602400002

Run your heart out. Features: Smaller-sized easy-to-use running 
watch monitors heart rate at the wrist and features GPS to track your 
pace, distance, intervals and more. Works with free Garmin Coach 
adaptive training plans that bring expert, personalized coaching right 
to your wrist. Connected features include smart notifications for 
incoming texts and calls, automatic uploads to Garmin Connect™ 
online community, live tracking and controls for the music playing on 
your phone. Safety and tracking features include incident detection 
(during select activities) and assistance, which both send your real-
time location to emergency contacts (when paired with compatible 
smartphone). Sports apps for running, cycling, indoor track, treadmill, 
elliptical, cardio, yoga and more. Battery life up to seven days in 
smartwatch mode or 13 hours in GPS mode. 1" display. Silicone strap. 
39.5mm case size. 1.56 x 1.56 x 0.45". Imported.
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Versa 2 Smartwatch
Product Number: 4620620600610002

Built-in Amazon Alexa. Fitbit Pay. 24/7 Heart Rate Tracking. Sleep 
Score and tracking. Control music and store 300+ songs on your wrist. 
Female Health. 5+ Days of battery. Tracks steps distance calories 
floors climbed active minutes and more. Swimproof - 50 meters. 
Connect to the GPS on a smartphone. Bluetooth. Fitbit app. 
Compatible with Android 5.0 and later or iOS 10.6 and later. Includes: 
Small classic wristband (fits wrist 5.5\" - 7.1\" in circumference). Large 
classic wristband (fits wrists 7.1\" - 8.7\" in circumference). Charging 
cable. Imported.

Sonos One SL - Stereo pairing Speaker
Product Number: 4620620203510002

Enjoy playback of a variety of music services and voice control via Siri 
with the Sonos One SL Wireless Speaker. It features 2.4 GHz Wi-Fi 
connectivity to provide access to some of your favorite music services. 
AirPlay 2 connectivity is also built-in, allowing you to control the 
speaker and stream from your compatible iOS device. You can pair 
two One SL speakers together as a stereo pair, or use multiple Sonos 
speakers throughout the house for simultaneous playback. In addition 
to Siri and AirPlay 2, you can control the One SL via the Sonos app. 
4.7" L x 6.4" W x 4.7" H. Imported.

Seiko Essentials Gold Tone Watch-Women's sizing
Product Number: 227027060264

This trim Essentials timepiece is classically beautiful and versatile. 
Features gold-tone stainless steel bracelet and case, 29mm case, 
silver sunray dial with Roman numerals, three blue hands, analog 
quartz movement and cabochon crown. Water-resistant to 165'. 
Imported.
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John Hardy Men's Classic Chain Pull Through Bead 
Bracelet in Silver
Product Number: 117017030039

Lapis beads and tribal-inspired textures give this John Hardy bracelet 
an exotic elegance that's perfect for casual, confident looks. Features 
black woven fabric, sterling silver stations with signature John Hardy 
textures, lapis beads and round logo clasp. Adjustable length. 
Handcrafted in Bali. Beads measure 3mm in diameter. Size is Large: 
7.50". Imported.

Michael Kors Bedford Medium Top Zip Pocket Tote - 
Acorn
Product Number: 225025020180

The Bedford tote is a must-have for every season. Features leather, 
top zip closure, interior one zip pocket and seven slip pockets, exterior 
four flip pockets, and top carry handles with 10-3/4" drop. 14" W x 10" 
H x 5" D. Imported.

Michael Kors Jet Set Travel Signature Large 
Messenger - Brown
Product Number: 225025020181

Add a touch of sophistication to your look with this practical Michael 
Kors Jet Set Travel Signature Large Messenger bag. Features 
signature coated twill exterior, gold-tone hardware, detachable charm, 
top zip closure, interior zip pocket, four pockets and a dog clip, and 
21" - 24" adjustable strap. 9-1/2" W x 10-1/4" H x 2-1/2" D. Imported.
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Michael Kors Voyager Signature East/West Tote - 
Vanilla
Product Number: 225025020185

This Michael Kors bag can hold all of your essentials with a touch of 
stylish flare. Features Michael Kors signature coated twill exterior, 18k 
gold-tone hardware, two top carry handles, exterior slide pockets, two 
interior pockets, a center zipped divider and interior pockets. 14-3/4" 
W x 11" H x 6-1/4" D. Imported.

Dunhill Cadogan Card Case - Black
Product Number: 115015030142

A card holder crafted from Cadogan leather. This design features six 
card slots, a middle slip and matching leather lining. A foil-embossed 
logo completes this lightweight piece. 4"W x 3"H x ¼"D. Imported.

Gucci Square Cateye - Black/ Grey Lens
Product Number: 225025040205

The cat eye shape of these sophisticated sunglasses will set you 
apart. Contemporary optical design, unparallel craftsmanship, 
outstanding warranty, and superior customer care defines Gucci. 
State-of-the-art materials: premium cellulose acetate, ultra-lightweight 
titanium, and color-rich stainless steel, combine to make the perfect 
fit. Features acetate frame, 100% UV protection, scratch-resistant lens 
and non-polarized lens. Imported.
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Ring Spotlight Cam Battery
Product Number: 4620620403840002

Keep an eye on your property, even when you’re not at home. Ring 
Spotlight Cam Battery connects to your Wi-Fi and streams live HD 
video and audio. Using the Ring app, you’ll be able to talk and listen to 
anyone around, control the spotlights and alarm, and more. The app 
works with any iOS or Android device, and lets you use Live View for 
on-demand 1080HD video and 2-way audio. You’ll be notified when 
motion is detected, day or night. Plus, you can adjust the sensors to 
find the ideal setting for your home. Take control in any situation. 
Manage the LED spotlights and 110-decibel alarm manually with the 
app. 6.54" H x 4.95" W x 7.2" D. Imported.

Black & Decker 24" 36V Cordless Lithium Hedge 
Trimmer
Product Number: 460060050355

Complete the toughest jobs with this powerful hedge trimmer. 
Features a 36V lithium-ion rechargeable battery with long run time, 
Power Drive transmission that allows for cutting of up to twice as 
many branches without stalling, 24" dual-action blades to cut 
branches fast with less vibration, soft grips, a full wrap-around front 
handle, and the ability to quickly cut branches up to 3/4" thick. 39" H x 
7.5" W. Imported.

Black & Decker 13" 40V Lithium String Trimmer
Product Number: 460060050357

Keep your lawn looking it’s absolute best with this cordless string 
trimmer. Features variable power command dial, Automatic Feed 
Spool, easily converts from trimmer to edger; tool free handle; and 
height adjustment, 6500-8500 rpm motor, 40V lithium battery with 
built-in state of charge, and PowerDrive Transmission. Includes fast 
charger, spool, guard, and auxiliary handle. 4-4/9" W x 52" H x 9-5/8" 
D. Imported.
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Karcher K3 "Follow Me" Electric Pressure Washer
Product Number: 460060050360

Use your pressure washer with outstanding ease. Features molded 
trigger gun storage, dirtblaster spray want, onboard removable 
detergent tank, quick connect system, N-cor pump for durable, non-
corrosive polymer and new 4-wheel base with oversized rear wheels 
and durable front casters. 21-7/10" W x 12-4/5" H x 12" D. Imported.

Coleman Overnighter Camping Package
Product Number: 545045010627

Get ready for your next camping trip with this Overnighter package! 
Includes a Go! 7' x 7' three-person tent, two Bryce sleeping bags, and 
a BatteryGuard 600L lantern. 32" x 16" x 9". Imported.

Fat Cat Electronx Electronic Dartboard Set
Product Number: 545045010632

Take your family game nights to the next level with this Fat Cat 
Electronx Electronic Dartboard Set! Features: 38 games and 167 
scoring options, Cyber play with five skill levels and up to eight 
players, Concave segment holes and ultra-thin spider help prevent 
bounce outs, Easy to read control panel and LCD front display, Sturdy 
ABS cabinet with built-in slots in the doors stores up to four sets of 
darts, Includes six darts, six spare tips, AC power adapter, mounting 
hardware, and game manual. 20-1/4" W x 14-1/4" H x 14-1/2". 
Imported.
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Picnic at Ascot Ultimate Wheeled Picnic Cooler - 
Navy
Product Number: 545045010639

Sophisticated yet practical, this deluxe cooler allows you to keep 
drinks on ice while food stays cool and dry.Features:, Service for four, 
Removable wheeled cart, Thermal Shield insulated and waterproof, 
divided cooler compartment, Zippered opening in lid, Includes a 
combination corkscrew, hardwood cutting board with juice groove, 
cheese knife, wooden salt and pepper shakers with non spill tops, four 
acrylic wine glasses, coordinating melamine plates, stainless steel 
flatware and cotton napkins. 17.5" H x 17.5" W x 16" D. Imported.

Wine Enthusiast 3-Bottle Leather BYO Wine Bag
Product Number: 545045010648

Carry your favorite vintage wine home from the winery, restaurant, or 
shop. Features: Handcrafted 100% leather, Removable dividers 
protect up to three bottles, Pocket for corkscrew, Flap with buckle 
closure, Adjustable shoulder strap. 100% leather. 12" W x 14" H x 6" 
D. Imported.

Fitbit Charge 4 Fitness Tracker
Product Number: 2270270602800002

Move forward with a health and fitness tracker that packs built-in GPS 
for pace and distance, 24/7 heart rate tracking and more into a 
comfortable wristband. Battery life up to 7 days, or up to 5 hours with 
continuous GPS use. Water resistant to 50 meters. Comes with 
charging cable and classic wristbands (both small and large). 
Imported.
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Henckels Int. Statement 20Pc Self-Sharpening Block
Product Number: 460060040426

Sharpness is always in reach with the Statement knife block set. 
Features stylish brushed stainless steel cap and stained ash wood 
base self-sharpening block, self-sharpening slots that sharpen each 
time a knife is removed or replaced, labeled slots that guide proper 
placement, knives fabricated from high-quality stainless steel, single-
piece, precision-stamped blade construction and traditional triple-rivet 
handle with stainless steel endcap for balance. Includes 3" and 4" 
paring knives, a 5" serrated utility knife, 5.5" prep knife, 6" utility knife, 
5.5" boning knife, 7" Santoku, 8" bread knife, 8" carving knife, 8" 
chef’s knife, eight 4.5" steak knives, kitchen shears and self-
sharpening knife block. Set measures 11.25'' H x 15'' W x 8'' D. 
Imported.

Fire HD 10 Tablet with Case - 64GB
Product Number: 4620620502400002

Designed for widescreen entertainment. Features 10.1" 1080p full HD 
display, 64GB internal storage, 2.0GHz octa-core processor, up to 12 
hours of battery life, Alexa hands-free enabled, 2GB RAM, 2.0MP 
front- and rear-facing cameras with 720p HD video recording, and 
dual-band enhanced Wi-Fi®. Now with USB-C and faster charging. 
Enjoy millions of movies, TV episodes, games, apps, eBooks and 
songs. Amazon FreeTime gives parents peace of mind with parental 
controls, time limits, and access to age-appropriate content. Special 
Offers: sponsored screensavers and personalized advertising that 
appears when your Kindle is in sleep mode. Includes easel-style 
protective case. 6-3/10" W x 10-3/10" H x 2/5" D. Imported.

Michael Kors Voyager East/West Tote - Black
Product Number: 225025020193

This Michael Kors bag can hold all of your essentials with a touch of 
stylish flare. Features Michael Kors signature coated twill exterior, 
shiny rhodium hardware, two top carry handles, exterior slide pockets, 
two interior pockets, a center zipped divider and interior pockets. 
Measures 14.75" W x 11" H x 6.25" D. Imported.
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Ring Video Doorbell 3
Product Number: 462062040403

Meet Ring's next-generation doorbell, with upgraded security features 
to protect any home. Includes improved motion detection, enhanced 
wifi and customizable motion zones, so you can keep an eye on 
what’s happening anytime, from anywhere. Adjust your motion zones 
to focus on key areas, minimize false alerts and send only the 
notifications you care about most. With Video Doorbell 3, you’ll be 
closer to home than ever before. Features 1080p HD Video & Two-
Way Talk, advanced Motion Settings, dual-band 2.4GHz & 5 GHz 
Connectivity, night vision and the ability to save and share video and 
photos with a Ring Protect Plan (subscription fees apply). Imported.

Ring Spotlight Cam Wired
Product Number: 4620620403850002

Keep an eye on your property, even when you’re not at home. Ring 
Spotlight Cam Battery connects to your Wi-Fi and streams live HD 
video and audio. Using the Ring app, you’ll be able to talk and listen to 
anyone around, control the spotlights and alarm, and more. The app 
works with any iOS or Android device, and lets you use Live View for 
on-demand 1080HD video and 2-way audio. You’ll be notified when 
motion is detected, day or night. Plus, you can adjust the sensors to 
find the ideal setting for your home. Take control in any situation. 
Manage the LED spotlights and 110-decibel alarm manually with the 
app. Get set up quickly. Ring Spotlight Cam Wired plugs into standard 
power outlets and includes everything you need for installation. 7" H x 
4.5" W x 4" D. Imported.

MK Lexington Two-Tone Stainless Steel Watch - 
Men's Sizing
Product Number: 117017040424

Gunmetal and rose gold-tones combine with a uniquely beveled bezel 
on this Lexington collection timepiece. Two-tone gunmetal and rose 
gold-tone stainless steel bracelet. 44mm case. Rose gold-tone 
beveled bezel. Gunmetal dial with three hands, roman numeral at 12 
o’clock, and stick hour markers. Date window. Three chronograph 
subdials. Quartz movement. Water-resistant to 330 feet. 44mm case. 
Imported.
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Sony Stereo Turntable with Bluetooth & USB
Product Number: 462062020376

Original vinyl sound. New wireless freedom. Bluetooth connectivity. 
Turntable is designed in a minimalist style for easy control, with simple 
one-step auto playback. Plays 33-1/3 and 45 rpm vinyl records. USB 
output. Built-in phono preamp. Aluminum tonearm and die-cast platter. 
Adjust the gain switch to match the audio level of your record and help 
reduce distortion. Thick dust cover. Measures: 17" W x 4-2/5" H x 
14-1/2" D. Imported.

Blink Outdoor HD security camera 2 camera kit
Product Number: 462062010111

Blink Outdoor is a wireless battery-powered HD security camera that 
helps you monitor your home day or night with infrared night vision. 
With long-lasting battery life, Outdoor runs for up to two years on two 
AA lithium batteries (included). Outdoor is built to withstand the 
elements to help you protect your home inside or out, come rain or 
shine. Get motion detection alerts on your phone with the option to 
customize motion zones in the Blink Home Monitor app so you’re only 
alerted when you need to be. See, hear, and speak to visitors with live 
view in real time and two-way audio features on your Blink app. 
Record and view in 1080p HD video during the day and with infrared 
HD night vision after dark. Speaker output and 2-way audio recording. 
One blue LED to help you know when it’s active (optional) and one 
red LED when recording in night vision. Designed so you can set up 
yourself in minutes. No wiring, no professional installation required. 
Works with Alexa – use your voice to monitor your home through 
supported Alexa-enabled devices. Store video clips in the cloud with 
the Blink Subscription Plan and save them locally to the Blink Sync 
Module 2 via a USB flash drive (sold separately). Compatible with 
iOS™ 10.3, Android 5.0, or Fire OS 5.1. Includes two Blink Outdoor 
cameras, Sync Module 2, 2 AA lithium metal batteries (per camera), 
mounting kit (per camera), USB cable, and power adapter. Measures: 
71 x 71 x 31 mm. Imported.
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Blink Outdoor HD security camera 1 camera kit
Product Number: 462062010112

Blink Outdoor is a wireless battery-powered HD security camera that 
helps you monitor your home day or night with infrared night vision. 
With long-lasting battery life, Outdoor runs for up to two years on two 
AA lithium batteries (included). Outdoor is built to withstand the 
elements to help you protect your home inside or out, come rain or 
shine. Get motion detection alerts on your phone with the option to 
customize motion zones in the Blink Home Monitor app so you’re only 
alerted when you need to be. See, hear, and speak to visitors with live 
view in real time and two-way audio features on your Blink app. 
Designed so you can set up yourself in minutes. No wiring, no 
professional installation required. Works with Alexa – use your voice 
to monitor your home through supported Alexa-enabled devices. Store 
video clips and photos in the cloud with the Blink Subscription Plan 
and save events locally to the Blink Sync Module 2 via a USB flash 
drive (sold separately). Measures: 71 x 71 x 31 mm. Imported.
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Bose Sports Ear Buds
Product Number: 4620620206770003

Use music to motivate yourself as you work out with the True Wireless 
In-Ear Sport Headphones from Bose. These wireless headphones 
feature acoustic ports and high quality drivers to deliver clear and 
balanced audio, whether you like your songs loud or low. Bose 
volume-optimized active EQ technology, which automatically adjusts 
the lows and highs to provide a consistent, balanced sound. Umbrella-
shaped, soft, silicone tip and extended flexible wing of the StayHear 
Max eartips help to keep the earbuds secure and comfortable. Make 
hands-free calls or speak voice commands to your mobile device's 
digital assistant. Beamforming technology focuses on your voice, 
isolating it from surrounding noise, so your conversations and 
requests can be clearly heard. IPX4-rated moisture resistance from 
sweat, rain, sleet, and snow. Up to 5 hours of playback, the earbuds 
last for your whole routine. A charging case is included to store the 
headphones and give them up to 10 hours of additional power if 
needed. To recharge them, simply insert the earbuds into the case 
and close the lid. Includes ear buds, charging case, three pairs of 
eartips, and USB Type-C charging cable. Measures: 0.74" H x 1.05" 
W x 0.83" D. Imported.

Bulova Baronet Clock - YOS 30
Product Number: 460060030388

Solid wood case, mahogany finish. Metal Vienna-style dial. Pendulum. 
Harmonic 2 triple-chime movement plays choice of Westminster, Ave 
Maria or Bim-Bam melody on the hour. Quarter-hour Westminster 
chime and strike available. Adjustable volume control. Automatic night 
shutoff available. Decorative screened glass. Requires (1) AA, (2) C 
batteries, not included. Measures: H: 22.5" W: 12.25" D: 4.75". 
Engraved plate containing the name "Boeing" and years of service 
shipped separately. Imported.
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Waterford 8" Lismore Vase Flared Vase
Product Number: 460060010314

Inspired by the rich heritage of Ireland, the Lismore collection is 
famous for its signature diamond and wedge cuts. Made of crystal, the 
vase stands 8" tall and enhances any floral display with its unrivaled 
sparkle. Hand wash only. 8" H x 5.5" W. 100% crystal. Imported.
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Cuisinart Electric Pressure Cooker
Product Number: 460060040441

Safe and easy to use, this pressure cooker delivers meals 70% faster 
than conventional methods and cooks healthier as well. 6-quart 
capacity. Fingerprint-proof brushed stainless steel housing. Digital 
thermostat. Push-button control for cooking options and programmed 
settings. 99-minute time and LED countdown display. Cool-touch side 
handles. Nonstick cooking pot. Pot and trivet are dishwasher safe. 
Measures: 12.2" x 12.2" x 13.2". Imported.

Victrola 8in1 BT Rec Player w/Built-in Spkrs-
Espresso
Product Number: 462062020682

The Aviator 7-in-1 Wooden Music Center is ideal for people who value 
the original quality of vinyl and cassette tape music. With this item, 
you can conveniently record all your old favorite music from vinyl and 
cassette onto a CD and without the use of a computer. This Innovative 
Technology Aviator Music Center features a three-speed turntable, 
Bluetooth, a CD and cassette player and an AM/FM radio. It also is 
capable of playing music from your digital music device via aux input. 
Built-in stereo speakers make for high-quality sound. 5-Watt per 
channel output in built-in speakers offers powerful sound for your 
analog or digital music collection. Plays back 33-1/3, 45 and 78 rpm 
vinyl records and allows you to record vinyls and cassettes to CDs, so 
you can take your collection on the go. Vinyl, cassette, CD, AM/FM 
radio, bluetooth interface, and a 3.5 mm auxiliary input allow you to 
listen to all your favorite media, stations and/or stream from any 
compatible device for maximum versatility. 7-in-1 wooden music 
center offers all the modern and vintage functionality in a single, 
compact unit that both looks and sounds great in any living space. 
Measures: 20.25" W x 12.25" H x 13.5" D. Imported.
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Victorinox Airox Frequent Flyer Carry On Plus
Product Number: 5900980801300003

Airox is the elusive weightless yet robust luggage you’ve been 
searching for. Polycarbonate hardside material. Smart Butterfly 
Opening system makes for effortless packing. Two divider walls that 
open to the outside for quick and easy packing. Large 60mm dual-
caster wheels deliver 360° maneuverability. Measures: 15" W x 
22-4/5" H x 9-2/5" D. Imported.
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30-Year Medallion Watch - Women's Sizing
Product Number: 227027010098

This two-tone Seiko watch is an exquisite memento of 30 years of 
Boeing service. It features a stainless-steel case and band with 
goldtone accents, mineral-glass crystal, and three-hand movement. 
Water-resistant to 50 m. Case measures 29 mm. Imported.

Nadri Tennis Necklace
Product Number: 2270270201220002

Enhance your look with this chic tennis necklace. It features sparkling 
handset round-cut crystals, rhodium- or gold-plated brass metal, and a 
push-lock closure. Measures 16"L.

Apple iPod Touch - 32 GB
Product Number: 4620620501810005

Crafted for more than just music, the 7th generation iPod touch® from 
Apple delivers immersive augmented reality gaming experiences, 
gives you the ability to connect with friends via Group FaceTime, and 
grants you access to everything the App Store has to offer. Features 
32GB of storage space, powerful A10 Fusion chip has been 
engineered to pack enough processing punch to give you fluid 
performance while running the latest mobile games and augmented 
reality experiences, vivid 4"" Retina® display with Multi-Touch IPS 
technology and fingerprint-resistant oleophobic coating, and 1136-
by-640-pixel resolution at 326 ppi. Send free messages over Wi-Fi to 
anyone on an iPod touch, iPhone, iPad, or Mac. Group FaceTime 
video or audio call with up to 32 of your friends at once. Screen Time 
helps give you a better understanding of the time you and your kids 
spend using apps, visiting websites, and on your devices overall. 8.0 
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megapixel camera with autofocus, Hybrid IR filter, geotagging, 
exposure control, panorama, and more. 1080p HD video recording (30 
fps) with tap to focus while recording, slo-mo (120 fps), 3x zoom, and 
more. Improved 1.2 megapixel FaceTime® HD camera with ƒ/2.2 
aperture, 720p HD video recording, backside illumination sensor, auto 
HDR for videos, burst mode, exposure control, and timer mode. iOS 
12 operating system is the world’s most personal and secure mobile 
operating system, packed with powerful features that help you get the 
most out of every day. Built-in rechargeable lithium-ion battery delivers 
up to 40 hours of music playback time or up to 8 hours of video 
playback time. 802.11a/b/g/n/ac Wi-Fi. Bluetooth 4.1 wireless 
technology. Includes EarPods™ and a Lightning™ to USB cable. 
Imported. All sales final.
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Juliska Amalia Double Old Fashion Glass Set of 4
Product Number: 460060010256

This set of double old fashioned glasses is perfect for swirling your 
favorite bourbon, scotch, or rye on the rocks or with a splash of water. 
Made from bohemian glass with a swirl design, single berry accent 
and an ornamented base. Dishwasher safe on a warm gentle cycle, 
though handwashing is recommended. Includes four 14-oz. glasses. 
Each glass measures 3-1/2" W x 4"H. Imported.

Caravelle by Bulova Watch - Men's Sizing
Product Number: 117017040346

The Caravelle by Bulova watch for men features chronograph 
features, stainless steel case and bracelet with patterned blue dial, 
luminous Arabic and stick markers and hands, second hand, 24-hour 
track and fold-over buckle closure. Case diameter: 44 mm. Case 
thickness: 11 mm. Water resistance: 30 meters (98 feet). Engraved 
with the Boeing Logo, Employee Name, Award Level, and Award Year 
on the case back of the watch. Personalized or engraved items may 
take up to 4-5 weeks to ship. If you do not wish to have this item 
engraved, please contact: bsibrpcustomersupport@boeing.com

Silver and Diamond Ring -
Product Number: 117017050050

From Rideau's Signature Collection, this men's ring is crafted in 
sterling silver and features three 3.0 point diamonds and a 10 karat 
yellow gold insert. Personalized or engraved items may take up to 4-5 
weeks to ship. If you do not wish to have this item engraved, please 
contact: bsibrpcustomersupport@boeing.com
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Sterling Silver Ring with Boeing logo - Men's Sizing
Product Number: 117017050051

The sterling silver ring for men features the Boeing logo engraved into 
the top of the ring. Personalized or engraved items may take up to 4-5 
weeks to ship. If you do not wish to have this item engraved, please 
contact: bsibrpcustomersupport@boeing.com

30 Year Black Framed Options - Pewter Medallion 
Option
Product Number: 585085040021

The 30 Year Black Frame features the Boeing Center Medallion and 
allows each recipient to choose 6 complimentary coins from the 
Boeing collection.

The recipient has the choice of brass or pewter for their certificate 
coins.

Personalized or engraved items take 4-6 weeks for processing.

30 Year Mahogany Framed Options - Brass Medallion 
Option
Product Number: 585085040022

The 30 Year Mahogany Frame features the Boeing Center Medallion 
and allows each recipient to choose 6 complimentary coins from the 
Boeing collection.

The recipient has the choice of brass or pewter for their certificate 
coins.

Personalized or engraved items take 4-6 weeks for processing.
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Diamond and Topaz Ring - Women's Sizing
Product Number: 227027050019

This silver ring with 14 karat yellow gold and diamond accents 
features an oval blue topaz. (Total diamond weight: 0.03 carat). 
Personalized or engraved items may take up to 4-5 weeks to ship. If 
you do not wish to have this item engraved, please contact: 
bsibrpcustomersupport@boeing.com

Monarch Ring - Men's Sizing
Product Number: 117017030024

The Monarch onyx ring for men is styled in solid sterling silver with a 
10 karat gold accent bar. This fashionable men's ring features a 
polished onyx stone accented with a 5 point diamond. Personalized or 
engraved items may take up to 4-5 weeks to ship. If you do not wish 
to have this item engraved, please contact: 
bsibrpcustomersupport@boeing.com

Using Award Points at the Boeing Store

Your 30 -Year Award is good for $ 240 credit at the Boeing Store 

You may redeem your Service Award for Boeing Store merchandise by providing your BEMS ID in person at 
any Boeing Store location or by placing an order with BoeingStore.com customer service. At the Boeing 
Store, you may spend your service award on any of the store products and you may add other payment 
methods to purchase an item worth more than your award amount. For tax reasons, Service Awards must be 
redeemed in full on a single transaction so if your purchase leaves a balance, it will transfer to a Boeing Store 
credit.
For a list of Boeing Store locations visit the store locator

For information on using your Service Award as payment at BoeingStore.com, please visit the Boeing Store 
Customer Service page.

http://boeingstore.com/content/Store_Locator.htm
http://boeingstore.com/content/Pride-Boeing_Points_and_Service_Awards.htm
http://boeingstore.com/content/Pride-Boeing_Points_and_Service_Awards.htm

